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	Matrix transforms are ubiquitous within the world of computer graphics, where they have become an invaluable tool in a programmer’s toolkit for solving everything from 2D image scaling to 3D rotation about an arbitrary axis. Virtually every software system and hardware graphics processor uses matrices to undertake operations such as scaling, translation, reflection and rotation. Nevertheless, for some newcomers to the world of computer games and animation, matrix notation can appear obscure and challenging.


	Matrices and determinants were originally used to solve groups of simultaneous linear equations, and were subsequently embraced by the computer graphics community to describe the geometric operations for manipulating two- and three-dimensional structures. Consequently, to place matrix notation within an historical context, the author provides readers with some useful background to their development, alongside determinants.


	Although it is assumed that the reader is familiar with everyday algebra and the solution of simultaneous linear equations, Matrix Transforms for Computer Games and Animation does not expect any prior knowledge of matrix notation. It includes chapters on matrix notation, determinants, matrices, 2D transforms, 3D transforms and quaternions, and includes many worked examples to illustrate their practical use.
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Introduction to Computing and Programming with Java: A Multimedia ApproachPrentice Hall, 2006
This book is intended to introduce computing, including programming, to students with no prior programming experience. One of the lessons from the research on computing education is that one doesn't just "learn to program." One learns to program something [4, 17]. How motivating that...
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Peroxiredoxin Systems: Structures and Functions (Subcellular Biochemistry)Springer, 2007

	This book contains a broad survey on the peroxiredoxins. It involves almost all groups that contributed significant insights into the emerging field. Coverage discusses the diverse biological roles of the new protein family in the context of other antioxidant systems like those based on heme or selenium catalysis. In addition, the book...
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Web 2.0 Security - Defending AJAX, RIA, AND SOACharles River, 2007
Service-Oriented Architecure (SOA), Rich Internet Applications (RIA), and Asynchronous Java and eXtended Markup Language (Ajax) comprise the backbone behind now-widespread Web 2.0 applications, such as MySpace, Google Maps, Flickr, and Live.com. Although these robust tools make next-generation Web applications possible, they also add new security...
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Healthy Meal Prep: Fitness Cookbook for Fitness BuffsIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	If you have been trying to get fit over the last couple of weeks, then you need a guide that will help to ensure you are eating as healthy as possible.

	

	That is where this fitness cookbook can help.

	

	Throughout the pages of this fitness cookbook, you will learn how to cook healthy and delicious dishes such...
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Moodle Administration EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to set up, maintain, and support your Moodle site efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Authorize and authenticate your Moodle site and learn about permissions and security
	
		Brand your Moodle site and manage users, roles, files, and courses
	
		Enhance your Moodle site to...
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Thermodynamic Models for Industrial Applications: From Classical and Advanced Mixing Rules to Association TheoriesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Using an applications perspective Thermodynamic Models forIndustrial Applications provides a unified framework for thedevelopment of various thermodynamic models, ranging from theclassical models to some of the most advanced ones. Among these arethe Cubic Plus Association Equation of State (CPA EoS) and thePerturbed Chain Statistical...
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